The role of the amygdala in enhanced remembrance of negative episodes and acquired negativity of related neutral cues.
Prior research on the interaction between emotion and episodic memory established that negatively charged events are better remembered compared to neutral events (i.e. enhanced remembrance), as well as that a priori neutral cues that were present in the environment during a negative event can attain aversive meaning by themselves (i.e. acquired negativity). Improved understanding the neural mechanisms that mediate enhanced remembrance of negative episodes and acquired negativity of related neutral cues may carry substantial clinical relevance, particularly in the context of posttraumatic pathophysiology. In order to address this point forty-nine healthy participants completed a novel fMRI task that involve the presentation of neutral pictures before and after a series of short neutral and aversive video-clips from which the neutral pictures were originally extracted, and a subsequent presentation of these pictures as cues for clip recall [termed, Picture-Clip-Picture-Recall (PCPR) task]. Behavioral results indicate that aversive clips were indeed better remembered compared to neutral clips (i.e. enhanced remembrance of negative episode) and that a priori neutral pictures that appeared in aversive clips were rated more negatively after relative to before the exposure to the aversive clips (i.e. acquired negativity of related neutral cues). Whole-brain fMRI analysis revealed that increased amygdala activation in response to pictures when presented as cues for clip recall predicted successful clip remembrance, particularly remembrance of aversive clips. This amygdala activation was also correlated with the magnitude of acquired negativity of the cues following their appearance in aversive clips. Taken together our findings implicate the PCPR as a novel, naturalistic, framework for investigating the neural interface of emotional episodic memory, while highlighting the role of the amygdala in enhanced remembrance of negative episodes and acquired negativity of related neutral cues. Clinical implications are discussed.